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Keeping E1nployees Informed
By JOANN

PITCHER AND MAX

E.

THOMPSON

INTRODUCTION

The widening interest in the topic of communicating with employees is.evidenced by the increasing frequency with which articles
relevant to this problem may be found in industrial, personnel, and
business journals during the last three or four years. This increased
incidence of articles indicates that men in management positions
are beginning to recognize more and more the importance of keeping their employees informed about the company for which they
are working in order to improve morale and job satisfaction, to
further community and public relations, and to bring about a
greater degree of cooperative efficiency throughout the organization.
Those associated with management realize that employees will
get information about the company and its policies by some means,
whether the company does anything about it or not. Why, then,
should they not see to it that the employees are informed properly,
that they are told frankly and honestly what is going on so that the
information will reach them without being distorted or misrepresented? Stopping rumors can best be accomplished by presenting
the facts, both the good and the bad, frequently and completely.
When presented with sufficient information, a worker is better
able to understand why management does what it does; and, understanding, he can more readily realize that it is to his advantage that
the policies and objectives of management be carried out. When he
is able to see his part in the entire scheme of things and can see how
he may be benefited, the average worker is usually more willing to
be cooperative.
But how is this information most effectively presented to the
workers of a company? What are the methods used? It is the purpose of this paper to examine the methods most commonly used
in some of the large industries of the country, to note some of the
trends, and to attempt to evaluate the present effectiveness and the
future possibilities of some of these methods.
PROCEDURE

As part of this study a questionnaire was prepared and sent to
50 well-known companies, all of which were thought to have relatively progressive personnel policies and to hire a large number of ·
employees. In the letter accompanying each questionnaire its purPublished by UNI ScholarWorks, 1949 289
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pose was stated as follows : ( 1) to obtain information regarding the
methods used by your company in keeping your employees informed, and (2) to obtain your evaluation of the effectiveness of
these methods.
The questionnaire was divided into five sections, each of which
represents a different field where employee communications is important. These five fields include general orientation or indoctrination of new employees, providing recognition and commendation for
good work, issuing notices of promotion or dismissal, communication of information about services and benefits for employees, and
reporting to employees about company operations. Section A under
each of the main topics provides a list of methods that might be
used in disseminating information relating to that particular phase.
The company representative who filled out the questionnaire was
asked to check the method or methods used by his company in each
of the five areas. Besides the methods listed, space was allowed to
name any additional methods that might be used. Sub-section B
in each case asked for a brief explanation of the manner in which
each company's plan is carried out. Next, the representative was
to attempt to rate the effectiveness of his company's system by
checking one of three boxes labelled "highly effective," "effective,"
or "ineffective." The order of the three rating choices was alternated so as to minimize possible inaccuracies of rating.
A deliberate attempt was made to keep the questionnaire short so
that no great amount of time would be required in completing it,
hoping that thereby more of the questionnaires would be returned.
It was for this reason, as well as for simplifying tabulation, that the
check list was used, and that the rating procedure was limited to
marking one of the three boxes.
There are, of course, obvious limitations to the questionnaire. A
check list system, while it gives information as to methods of communication used by a concern, it does not tell to what extent these
methods are in use within a given company, nor does it tell how
much importance is placed on each method if several methods are
used in one company's communication system. Similarly, with the
simplified rating technique employed here, one could not expect to
gain a truly representative picture of the effectiveness of all the
systems or of any single system in relation to the others, for raters
did not have a common basis of comparison for making their judgments. Since the questionnaires were sent to large companies which,
in most cases, had well-known personnel departments, it would be
expected that the ratings would tend to fall more frequently at the
https://scholarworks.uni.edu/pias/vol56/iss1/41
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"effective" and "highly effective" categories than at the "ineffective" level. It was hoped, however, that in spite of these difficulties
which were well-known to the investigator, it would be possible to
gain an overall view of the position of employee communication
systems in operation today, to discover general trends in this field,
and to note any particularly interesting or significant ideas which
might be included in the responses.
RESULTS

Thirty-four of the 50 questionnaires which were sent to firms
were returned. Many of these 34 companies also sent special
material regarding their methods of disseminating information
throughout their organizations. One company sent only material
on their system, and did not return the questionnaire. Included in
the material from the various firms were outlines of indoctrination
programs, handbooks and pamphlets about the companies, their
policies, and their benefits to employees, copies of addresses and
panel discussions presented by company representatives about their
employee information plan, examples of recent annual reports
printed for employees, and copies of house organs. Four companies
replied stating that they would be unable to supply the information
requested.
Section I
In the first section the frequency with which each of the methods
listed is used is given in Table I.
TABLE I
General Orientation of New Employees
Method
No. of Companies Using It
1. No method used
0
2. Orientation interview
21
3. Special group meetings
17
4. Informally, through supervisor
23
5. Special handbooks
22

%
0.0
61.7
50.0
67.6
64.7

Other means named include indoctrination films, orientation training programs, and a sponsor plan. Seldom was only one method
mentioned. Twenty-seven of the companies checked a combination
of methods adapted to fit their particular needs.
When asked to rate the effectiveness of their respective orientation systems, 14 companies gave a rating of "highly effective," 19
rated their systems as "effective" and only one rated "ineffective."
A number of reasons were stated in an effort to explain the effectiveness
plans being used. Eight companies gave credit to the

of
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fact that the employee is made to "feel at home" in the work situation and to feel that the company has a definite interest in him.
In this area personal contact is considered an especially important
factor, and the necessity of constantly informing supervisors so that
they may be better qualified to answer questions is therefore highly
stressed.
One company feels that the use of group meetings and factory
tours helps by removing much of the strangeness and unfamiliarity
that comes from starting work in a large plant.
Section II
A tabulation of the results for the second section is shown m
Table II.
TABLE II
Recognition and Commendation for Good Work
Method
No. of Companies Using It
1. No method used
1
2. Service awards
21
3. Personal letters
9
4. Plant newspapers & magazines
20
5. Personal interviews
27

%
2.9
61.7
26.4
58.8
79.4

Foreman reports, suggestion systems, merit increases, and selection
for training were given as other methods used. Again, it was not
unusual to find more than one method being used by a company.
Twenty-seven of the firms who replied use a combination of two
or more methods, and about one-fifth of the group use a combination
of all four methods.
It is the practice of at least five of the organizations which give
service awards to make presentations of the awards at five-year
intervals of the service with the company. In the case of ten firms,
house organs carry articles and pictures about long-service employees and feature stories about unusual performance or useful
suggestions for cost savings. To a somtjwhat lesser degree, personal
letters are used to commend outstanding behavior.
According to eight respondents, the main responsibility for individual, day-to-day recognition lies with the supervisor. He is
expected to give commendation through compliments and ultimately
by pay increases or promotion, if such is warranted. The success
of merit rating systems depends to a large degree on the cooperation
of the supervisors. In order to keep in touch with employees'
progress, one company conducts individual analyses through the
department managers at least once a year. Following this, each
https://scholarworks.uni.edu/pias/vol56/iss1/41
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employee's work is frankly discussed with him in a personal interview with his immediate supervisor.
Examination of the ratings for this section reveals that only eight
companies rated their systems as "highly effective," 23 gave ratings
of "effective," one rated between "'ineffective" and "effective," and
one as "ineffective."
Section III
The frequency with which the methods listed are used in issuing
notices of dismissal and promotion gives a very one-sided picture,
as shown in Table III.
TABLE III
Notice of Promotion or Dismissal
Method
No. of Companies Using It
1. Through supervisor or foreman
29
2. Special interviews
17
3. Informal memos
1
4. Personal letters
1

%
85.2
50.0
2.9
2.9

About or.e-fourth of the companies notify workers of promotions
or dismissals through the first method only, while another onethird uses a combination of the first two methods. In the case of
dismissals, special exit interviews conducted by the personnel department were mentioned by seven firms.
Sixteen companies considered their systems of promotion and
dismissal to be "highly effective," 15 rated them "effective," two
gave ratings between "effective" and "ineffective," and one rated
its plan as "ineffective."
Section IV
Section IV had a tabulation like that shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV
Communication of Information on Benefits to Employees
Method
No. of Companies Using It
1. Plant newspaper
21
2. Employee magazines
17
3. Company handbooks
28
4. Through the supervisors
28
5. Regularly scheduled group meetings
8
6. Group meetings in terms of needs
15

%
61.7
50.0
82.3
82.3
23.5
44.1

Films, bulletin boards, letters to employees' homes, and ads in local
newspapers were other methods added to the list. In this section
particularly, it was noticeable that a combination of procedures is
used, for 76.4% of the firms use three or more methods.
Published by UNI ScholarWorks, 1949
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In 18 cases, information on benefits and services to employees is
first presented in connection with a company's orientation program.
New members of the organization may receive booklets at the time
of their employment and the material may then be explained in
more detail by the industrial relations staff in orientation lectures
and discussions, or by the supervisors.
In general, the companies felt they were doing a good job with
this phase1of keeping their employees informed. The ratings on effectiveness were as follows: "highly effective" - 14, "effective"
- 19, and "ineffective" - 1.
Section V
A greater diversification of methods used was found in examining the check lists for Section V of the questionnaire. Table V gives
the tabulation that was found.
TABLE V
Reports to Employees on Company Operations
Method
No. of Companies Using It
1. No method used
1
2. Plant newspaper or magazine
22
3. Employee publications
15
4. Semi-annual published report
3
5. Annual published report
25
6. Films
9
7. Radio
4
8. Phonograph
1

%
2.9
64.7
44.1
8.8
73.5
26.4
11.7
·2.9

Other means used by the responding companies include an annual
verbal report by one of the top executives, management letters,
employee meetings, and the local paper. Seventy-five per cent of
the companies use more than one method, and SO per cent use a
combination which includes both plant newspapers or magazines
and an annual published report.
Greater emphasis in this section was placed on financial reports
to employees. In at least six cases, annual reports are mailed directly to the homes of employees, while in five others, the information on the report to stockholders is simplified and reprinted in
the company publications.
A somewhat different spread resulted in the rating of systems
used in this phase of communications. The "highly effective" rating
was checked only eight times, the "effective" box 21 times, the
"ineffective" rating four times, and between "ineffective" and
"effective" once.
The graphic comparison of the ratings shows that Section V
https://scholarworks.uni.edu/pias/vol56/iss1/41
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received slightly more "ineffective" ratings than did the other sections, and at the same time received fewer "highly effective" ratings
than did all of the other sections except Section II. This difference
might be partially accounted for by the relative newness of this
phase of employee communications as shown by a study of the
literature.
CONCLUSIONS

The answers on the questionnaires that were returned indicate
that many companies do have an active interest in keeping their
employees informed. Numerous methods were found to be in operation in the different firms, some, of course, to a greater degree
than others.
In orientation programs all four methods - the orientation interview, special group meetings, through the supervisors, and special
handbooks - were found to be used by one-half or more of the 34
companies who replied. The responsibility of supervisors in this
phase of employee communications, as well as in the other phases,
lies primarily in presenting information of a more specific and individual nature to the employees of whom they are in charge. Some
of the larger firms have further expanded their orientation programs to include the showing of a film to new employees. It is felt
that visual aids, in addition to simplifying the material, help by
holding the attention of the audience.
The personal interview is the most frequently used method of
commending employees for good work. Recognition for long service
with the company is accomplished chiefly by means of service
awards and stories in house organs, while individual, day-to-day
commendation is carried on through the supervisors.
Two methods, through the supervisor or foreman and special
interviews, take care of the problem of issuing notices of dismissal
and promotion to employees in nearly all of the companies. Of
these, the first is used most often. Exit interviews have recently
been introduced in several firms in relation to dismissal so that
employees may better understand the reasons for being discharged.
To distribute information on benefits and services to employees,
the companies use a combination of the personal element and
printed materials. The most frequently used methods were found
to be company handbooks and "through the supervisors," but plant
newspapers, employee magazines, and group meetings in terms of
needs were methods which were commonly used also. Over half of
the firms first present information of this type as part of their oriPublished by UNI ScholarWorks, 1949
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entation programs. Information supplied by supervisors may supplement this method, and they may play an important part in informing workers of changes in benefit plans.
Reporting to employees about company operations seems to be a
newer phase than the other branches of communications' programs,
and therefore was probably not of much importance until the beginning of the 1940's. The annual published report is the method
used most in this area, although many organizations devote space
in their house organs to company operations and financial reports.
Simplicity of language, graphs, cartoons, and color may be used in
an effort to make the reports interesting and understandable.
The whole problem of communication quite naturally begins with
attempts to discover what employees want to know. Conducting
attitude surveys and employee research might supply introductory
factual information that would help to form the foundation on which
to build an effective information program.
It would be impossible and wholly unsatisfactory to attempt to
set up a pattern for a communication system that would be useful
to any and all industrial concerns. Just as it is necessary to recognize and allow for the uniqueness of each individual within a company, so it is necessary to recognize the uniqueness of each industrial organization. Companies vary in size~ and the needs of one
may be very much different from the needs of another. Hence, an
information program must be designed to fit the specific demands
of each company individually. The plans must be "tailor-made."
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